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Theoretical design of the experiment to study scattering 
of electrons and positrons by electrons 
By M. R. BHIDAY, V. M. BHISE AND A. O. SHASTill 
G. S. 11I8litule oj Poohno/ogy 1In~ Sckftu, IIItlo,.. 
(Re~i~ed Z4 July 1969) 
Experiments to measure the clectron..ell!ctton Rnd pOlftron·electron IIcatlUing crag· 
lIections uain; a transverse magnetic field are In prQgrel1 in this laboratory. The thea. 
redenl design stud.,. of theBe experiments ill discussed In tbls PIIper. Monoenergetic beam. 
of electrons or positrons Irc Incident Ma.rl, normally to the Battering fon placed In the 
plane of the magnetk field. It 11 shown that the scuttered and recoil partlclel due to 
l'iactrotl·electron or positron·electron collisions with enerllY trana£er g ate focu.llOd 
on two lines along the magnetic field. Relatlona between the :I and I coordlnat. 
of the scattered particle •• when focussed on the linca and the angle. of llcartel'inll an 
derived enabling the design and exart positioning of the IiclntllIBtor. in order to achieve I 
lligh collection efficiency and good resolution. 
INTIIODUCTloN 
A direct check on the Dirac theory of the electron Is prOVided by the 
comparison of experimental results on electron-electron scattering as per 
the predictions of quantum-electrodynamics. When the incident electron 
has energies in the relativistic region, the problem becomes one of quan· 
tum-electrodynamics, an exact solution of which cannot be obtained di. 
rectly but must be approached through an expansion in terms of the 
, 0' Interaction constant "IW" 
The Moller formula (193Z) for the relativistic electron.electran sea· 
ttering cross-section may be written very conveniently In terms of the 
energy transfer occurring in the collision rather than in terms of the 
scatrering angle. If the fractional kinetic energy transfer is denoted by 
g, the differential scattering cross-section becomes (Matt & Massey 1949) 
a(g)dg = 2" (~:,)' (y~I)[ XQX+ (~!)' (HX)]dq 
where, 
x = [q (l_g)I-1• 
We have done experiments to verify the above formula by mea· 
suring the cross-section for electron-electron scattering accuratelv to 
5 %. Results of this accuracv have not been reported so fa:r by earlier 
workers (Ashkin eI.1 1954). Movable pairs of scintillation counters 
have been used for the first time in our experiments, the results 
of which wilI be published' separately. The purpose of this paper 
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Is to report on the theoretical design of the experiment to measure 
the electron-electron scattering cross-section, in which the line focussing 
property (Bhiday &. Tripathi 1962), for the scattered electrons In a trans-
verse magnetic field has been brought out clearly and used in the design 
(Bhatnagar et a! 1965) of the scintillator shape. 
THEORETICAL DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
In our experimental set up a beam of electrons, energy selecred bv a 
60' sector magnet (Bhattacharya &. Bhiday 1967), is directed on to a thin, 
scattering foil with its plane parallel to a uniform magnetic field. Anv!\ 
electron-electron scatter in the foil gives rise to the scattered and the recoil 
electrons. These were detected in coincidence by two long sclntillators \ 
placed in a plane parallel to the field and containing the foil. By measure-
ments of the coincidence counting rate, the foil thickness and the incident 
beam intensity, the scattering cross· section was deduced. In order to 
measure the scattering occurring in a particular angular range, the two 
scintillators must be placed so that only for scatters occurring within thl. 
range can both scattered and recoil electrons be detected simultaneously. 
To position these scintillators correctly, it was necessary to know the 
relationship between the points where the scatteted electrons cross the 
scintillator plane and the scattering angle (figure 1). 
t, 
Figure 1. Projection on the XY plane. 
This relationship can most conveniently be derived using a aet of 
Cartesian axes defined so that the Z direction was that of the magnetic field 
and the XZ plane contained the scattering foil and the scintillator surface~ 
Figures 1 and 2 show the projections on to the X Y and XZ pJanca. rei' 
pectively, of the electron orbits occuring due to an electron-electron coUiJloD 
in the foU. The particle eo represents lUI electroll of lotlli ener~ 1'9 ~" 
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masses incident upon the foil at a point ("0, .0). After collision the scattered 
and recoil electrons e, and e, travel in helices in the uniform magnetic field 
and recross the XZ plane at ("'t, '1) and (z" '.) respectively. 
Z 
c, 
Figure 2. Projection 011 [he XZ plane. 
The electron paths at the point of collision are shown in more detail 
in figures 3 and 4. 
Figure 3. Electron trajectories at the point of colUsion 
Let P" '=0, 1>. represent the momenta indirections (t" m" n,),,,,,, I, i 
Carried bye" ,.0, '" and let P q. J),. odd denote projections. of P, 
in XY plane having direction cosines (I,', m,', 0). Similarly p'(") denote 
the projection of P, in YZ plane. If the pitch angle of helix in which the 
el~ctron tra~ls be denoted by "" 
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Figute 4. Electtol1 trajectories at the point of collisioll 
/'--, ,/", -~~------
"t, = p"p'!") and 0, = P, OY,~, = 1',(,,), OY 
/'-. ---------8', = Po, P, = Scattering angle and~, = 1',(,,), OY. 
From figure (3) we obtain 
cos '" cos ~, = cos 9, or 1,1', + m,m ,) m', = m" .. (1) 
Bnd tan '" = cos ~, tan ~" 
As P" P,(YZ) and OX are coplanar, projecting OA along OA, gives .. (2) 
cos 0(, cos ~, sec ~, = m, sec ~, = (l-I,·)~, .. (3) 
where I, = cos '" sin ~,. 
From figure (1), it can be seen that, 
and 
where 
fJ=l¥~ 
eD' 
.. (4) 
... (5) 
Herein p, is the radius of helilc in which " is travening, II :, magnetle 
field, 8, = velocity of Ilt relative to that of light. Substituting for p, from 
(5) and using (1) we get, 
III, - Xo = fJ p,y,m, (6) 
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To obtain "" in terms of O\-the scattering angle-consider a new 
set of orthogonal axes where OY' lies along P" OX' lies in the XY plane 
and OZ' in the direction perpendicular to OX' and OY'. 
From figure 4, 
----------
~', = P,(re'y'), OY r = 1,2 
and < = angle between the planes of P,P, and X·Y'. 
Hence tun ~', = tan 0', cos '. 
Some direct relations are: 
cos ~, = m'" sin ~, = I', ; 
cos ~, = (I,!', + ,,,,,,,',) = N, .ay and 
sin'" = no' + (lom'o - m,l'o)'= No' say. 1 
. • , 2(1- q) 
sm'O, = 2'("'0., - ", .. n,) ~ 2+ li(y, ::: fj =A' say. 
cos'O', = (E 101,)' = 2 ~(~:(~ ~) i) = B' say 
and 
8,'y,' = [2 + q(yo - Il] q (Yo - 1) 
...(7) 
... (8) 
... (9) 
where q is the fractional kinetic energy tranfer occurring in the conision, 
since ,t is found more useful to put 0, in terms of q by equating moments 
and energies before and after the collsion. As the direction cosmes of 
OJ.' and OY' are mo'. I;. 0 and 10 • mo. no respectively. therefore. the direc-
tion cosines of OZ' are 
where 
(10'110' - mo'''o, momo' - lolo'llD 
D' = no' + ( ..... m·o - 1.1',)'. 
_(10) 
We wish to obtain m, in terms of • and the direction cosines of po. P,. 
Using (10) the direction cosines of OY with respect to new axes are: 
- l' o. N,m'" N,m' 0 ... (l1l 
The direction cosiness of P, with respect to new axeS are: 
1,,,,', + m,l'" El'ol" [llono - ""m',n, - n,(momo' - 1,1.,)]{D} 
and also ... (12) 
sin 8'1 cos E , cos 9'1 , sin 8\ sin ( 
From (12) using (9) we obtain, 
cos, "" (l,m'o+""lo)/A 
and .•. (13) 
sin, = [l,l'ono - "',m'o,," + n, (mom'o - l,l'o)]/DA 
From (11) and ([2) and substituting in terms of • from (13) we have, 
In, = A[m'oNa sin. - I', cos .J + B m', N, _(14) 
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Substituting in (6) for "" from (14) and for ~, ", from (9) we get, 
x,- Xo = M 6'0' -l)t(m, N,{ q + :, (N,Sin. + £~cos.)] 
... (15) 
where M, N" N. and A are defined in (5), (8~ and (9). Similarly it can 
be shown that, 
- i [ A x,-xo=M(y,'-I)(m'oN,) (I-g)-N;' , 
(N. sin e - ~~, cos. )] ... (1~~ 
From the equation to the helix, the • coordinate of the point where '\ 
the scattered electron e, will cross the XZ plane is given by, 
" - '0 = 2PI (T - ~I) tan ", 
taking +, as positive if the scatter is into the x positive 
negative if the scatter is into the x negative quadrant. 
Substituting for tan 0(, from (2) and using (6), 
" - '0 =( f - ~, )~ p,)" (1 - !,' - m,.)t 
_ (17) 
quadrant and 
••. (18) 
Now we wish to obtain m, and ~, in terms of q and e. For III, 
equating the values of (x, - x.) from (6) and (15) we get, 
m, [~ .. ~'YI ___ ] = g + [2q(1 -q lJt 
",,,N,'(l',' - 1) )'.+ 1 
X I (N' I'. ) 
-.- »smE --~~COS" N, m. 
... (19) 
The coordinates of any point P( -f sin ~1I r cos +" 6} on P,(zy) using 
(to) become 
-r sin +, m' .+r cos ~,!'" - r sin +,!, + r cos +, m., ) (-r sin 1',I'.n.-. cos~, m'on.)ID 
and also, .. (20) 
r cos "0 sin +'" - r cos 'I., cos ~'" r sin "'. 
as the X' Y' plane is inclined at "0 with X Y plane. From (20) by 
equating x and y coordinates we get, 
-tan~',= sinr/>o-~oSr/>o:an+, , .. (21) 
mo-otan, 
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From (21) and (7) we get, 
I', + ~ "" cos. 
tan +, '" 
",', + }I, cas E ... (22) 
Substituting in (18) the value of (-; - ~, ) from (22), 
[ 
I', + ~ "" cos, ] (~, - 2,) ... cot"' iii PLY' (I-/,'-"',·)~ 
m', + -~ I, cos. 
•. (23) 
where "" is given by (19). 
Similarly it can be shown that (z, - '0) is obtained by replacing I, by I, 
and q by (1 - q). 
From equations (IS) and (16) it can be seen that when ~o and .po are 
small, the x coordinates of the points where ',and e, cross the counter 
plane are independent of the azimuth of the plane of scattering. For a 
monoenergetic electron beam incident on a Hne x = ", on the scattering 
foil, all scattered and recoil electrons due to electron-electron collisions 
with energy transfer 9 will cross the counter plane as two lines given by 
and 
_ , 
"I - Xo = M q(l',' - 1)' ... (24) 
x, - 0:, = fJ (1 - g)(l',' - l)t " (25) 
This is the line focussing property of the uniform transverse magnetic 
field used in the present experiment. This magnetic field was obtained 
between pole pieces 13 inches in diameter with • gap of 6 inches in which 
a scattering chamber containing the foil and the scintillators with the light 
guides could be inserted. 
When ". -+ 0, ~. -+ 0, we have I. = II. = ° and m. = 1 then (23) 
becames 
z, -', = cor' (~ cos E)M P,y,(l-l,.- B')~ ... (26) 
The last bracket has a maximum value when I, ...... 0 with I, ...... 0, cos E .... 0 
and the first bracket reduces to ~. 
2 
Then the maximum positive value of z shift is given by 
I 
(ZI - '0) m".= f fJ Ply,(l - Bi)' ... (27) 
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and the maximum negative value is given when. --+ 3;. For e, the posi. 
tion Is reversed, the maximum positive and negative values of z. being 
when. is near ~ and T respectively. The mathematical treatment Is 
true for positron.electron scattering also except that the positrons and elec-
trons will be bent in opposite directions with the positron carrying aw~y 
a kinetic energy denoted by factor (1 - q). , 
The line focussing property mentioned ahove was used with advanta~e 
by making the detecting scintillators long in the Z direction and placin~ 
them on the focus lines corresponding to the scattering angle for which it 
is desired to make measurements. The scintillators were mounted on\ 
cylindrical light guides so that these could be moved along the X axis. 
In this way good collection efficiency was obtained without loss of angular 
resolution. Because of this efficiency, scattering measurements of good 
accuracy and resolution have been made using the relatively weak particle 
beams obtainable from radioactive sources· In addition to the economic 
considerations, the use of a radioactive source of particles has the advant· 
age that, an apparatus of this type can be used either for electron· electron 
scattering measurements or for positron.electron scattering measurements. 
Both are under investigation in this laboratory using pairs of movable 
scintillation counters which enable scattering measurements to be done 
for continuously variable values of q, the kinetic energy transfer. 
Thanks are due to Dr. S. M. Das Gupta, Director, G. S. Institute of 
Technology and Science. 
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